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Abstract

We present an algorithm for extracting and vectorizing

objects in images with polygons. Departing from a polygo-

nal partition that oversegments an image into convex cells,

the algorithm refines the geometry of the partition while

labeling its cells by a semantic class. The result is a set

of polygons, each capturing an object in the image. The

quality of a configuration is measured by an energy that ac-

counts for both the fidelity to input data and the complexity

of the output polygons. To efficiently explore the configu-

ration space, we perform splitting and merging operations

in tandem on the cells of the polygonal partition. The ex-

ploration mechanism is controlled by a priority queue that

sorts the operations most likely to decrease the energy. We

show the potential of our algorithm on different types of

scenes, from organic shapes to man-made objects through

floor maps, and demonstrate its efficiency compared to ex-

isting vectorization methods.

1. Introduction

Extracting objects in images is traditionally operated at

the pixel scale, one object being represented as a group of

pixels. Such a resolution-dependent representation is often

not adapted to the end-users. In many application scenarios

as urban mapping or sketching, objects need to be captured

with more compact and editable vector representations. In

particular, polygons with floating coordinates allow both the

approximation of free-form shapes, e.g., organic objects,

and the fine description of piecewise-linear structures, e.g.,

buildings and many other man-made objects.

We consider the task of capturing objects in images by

polygons with three objectives. First, fidelity: the output

polygons should approximate well the object silhouettes in

the input image. Second, complexity: the output polygons

should be composed of a small number of edges to offer a

compact and editable representation. Last, geometric guar-

antees: the output polygons should be intersection-free,

closed, potentially with holes, and form an image partition.

The simplest way to capture the silhouette of an object

as a polygon is to vectorize a chain of pixels representing

the object contours [9, 12, 38]. While the complexity of

the polygon can be easily controlled, these simplification

processes do not take into account structural information

contained in the input image. Consequently, output poly-

gons are often imprecise, typically with edges that do not fit

accurately the object silhouettes. Recent works on the par-

titioning of images into polygonal cells [1, 3, 11, 16] sug-

gest that grouping cells from these partitions can produce

more accurate results than traditional vectorization meth-

ods. This strategy however suffers from imprecise parti-

tions, typically with some polygonal cells overlapping two

different objects. Existing works in the field focus on merg-

ing polygonal cells only and omit the necessity of splitting

operations to deliver more precise results.

In this work, we propose an algorithm to capture objects

by compact floating polygons. Inspired by mesh deforma-

tion techniques in Geometry Processing, the main idea con-

sists in refining the geometry of an imprecise polygonal par-

tition while labeling each cells by a semantic class.

Our algorithm relies on two key contributions. First, we

design an energy function to measure the quality of a polyg-

onal partition by taking into account both the fidelity to

input data (image and semantic information) and the com-

plexity of the output polygons. Second, we propose an ef-

ficient optimization scheme to minimize that energy. We

explore the solution space by splitting and merging cells

within the polygonal partition. The mechanism is controlled

by a priority queue that sorts the operations that are most

likely to decrease the energy.

We demonstrate the potential of our method on different

types of scenes, from organic shapes to man-made objects

through floor maps and line-drawing sketches, and show its

efficiency with respect to existing vectorization approaches.

2. Related work

We distinguish four families of existing, related methods.

Vectorization pipelines. The most popular strategy con-

sists in extracting the object contours by chains of pixels

that are then simplified into polygons. Contour extraction
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can be performed by various methods such as Grabcut [33],

superpixel grouping [23] or the popular object saliency de-

tection algorithms [7, 24, 37]. The subsequent simplifica-

tion step traditionally relies upon the Douglas-Peucker algo-

rithm [38] or mechanisms that simplify Delaunay triangu-

lations [12, 9]. Because these algorithms only measure the

geometric deviation from an initial configuration of highly

complex polygons, their output can easily drift from the ob-

ject silhouettes, leading to high accuracy loss in practice.

Methods based on geometric primitives. Another

strategy consists in detecting geometric primitives such as

line segments in the input image and assemble them into

closed contours. The assembling step can be performed by

analyzing an adjacency graph between line segments [34],

or by gap filling reasoning [39]. These algorithms however

do not guarantee the output polygons to be intersection-free.

Polygonal Markov random fields [22] are an alternative to

sample polygons from images directly. But this model is

very slow to simulate in practice and operates on simple

synthetic images only. Delaunay point process [14] allows

the sampling of vertices within a Delaunay triangulation

while grouping the triangulation facets into polygons.

NN architectures. Polygon-RNN [5] and its improved

version [2] offer a semi-automatic object annotation with

polygons. These models produce polygons with possible

self-intersections and overlaps, let alone because the RNN-

decoders considers only three preceding vertices when pre-

dicting the next vertex at each time step. In contrast, Poly-

CNN [19] is automatic and avoids self-intersections. This

CNN-based architecture is however restricted to output sim-

ple polygons with four vertices. PolyMapper [25] proposes

a more advanced solution based on CNNs and RNNs with

convolutional long-short term memory modules. In prac-

tice, these deep learning techniques give good results for ex-

tracting polygons with a low number of edges, typically res-

idential buildings from remote sensing images. However,

extracting more complex shapes with potentially hundred

of edges per polygon is still a challenging issue.

Methods based on polygonal partitions. A last strat-

egy consists in over-segmenting an image into polygonal

cells, and then grouping them to approximate the object sil-

houettes. The vectorization of superpixels [1] is a straight-

forward way to create a polygonal partition, that is however

composed of non-convex cells whose spatial connection is

not clearly defined. Polygonal partitions can be more ro-

bustly created by fitting a geometric data structure on the

input image. Many methods have been built upon the Line

Segment Detector [36] to geometrically characterize object

contours with a set of disconnected line segments. The lat-

ter are then used for constructing a Voronoi diagram whose

edges conform to these line segments [11], a convex mesh

with constrained edges [16], or a planar graph using a ki-

netic framework [3]. The cells of such polygonal partitions

Figure 1. Goal of our approach. Our algorithm takes as input an

image with a rough semantic probability map and outputs a set

of low-complexity polygons capturing accurately the objects of

interest, here dogs and cats.

are then grouped to form polygons, either by graph-cut [3]

or other aggregation mechanisms [26, 32]. This strategy de-

livers accurate results when the polygonal partition fits well

the input image, which is rarely the case in practice. Unfor-

tunately, the refinement of polygonal partitions has not been

deeply explored in the literature. The only solution pro-

posed to our knowledge consists in a splitting phase which

incrementally refines a Delaunay triangulation before merg-

ing the triangles [18]. Unfortunately, handling triangular

cells does not allow to produce compact polygons.

3. Overview

The algorithm takes as input an image and an associated

probability map that estimates the probability of each pixel

to belong to the different classes of interest. This probabil-

ity map is typically generated by state-of-the-art semantic

segmentation methods or saliency detection algorithms.

The algorithm departs from a polygonal partition gener-

ated by kinetic propagation of line segments [3]. Each cell

of this partition is enriched by a semantic label chosen as

the class of interest with the highest mean over the inside

pixels in the probability map. The goal of our algorithm is

then to refine this semantic polygonal partition by splitting

and merging cells in tandem. These refinement operations

are guided by an energy that accounts for both fidelity to

input data and complexity of output.

The algorithm ends when no splitting or merging oper-

ations can decrease the energy anymore. Each cell in the

output is a polygon associated with a class of interest, as

illustrated in Fig. 1. By construction, the set of output poly-

gons is guaranteed to recover the entire image domain with-

out overlaps, to be closed and intersection-free, and does not

contain edge-adjacent cells with the same semantic label.

4. Algorithm

We denote a semantic polygonal partition by x = (m, l)
where m defines a 2D polygon mesh on the image do-

main while l represents the semantic labels associated to

the facets of m. We denote by Fx (respectively Ex) the set

of facets (resp. non-border edges) of the polygon mesh m.
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4.1. Energy formulation

We measure the quality of a semantic polygonal partition

x with an energy function U of the form:

U(x) = (1− λ)Ufidelity(x) + λUcomplexity(x) (1)

The first term Ufidelity measures the coherence of the configu-

ration x with the input data while Ucomplexity encourages low-

complexity outputs. These two terms, that are balanced by

a model parameter λ∈ [0, 1], are typically expressed with

local energies on the edges and facets of the mesh m.

Fidelity term Ufidelity has two objectives: (i) encourag-

ing the semantic label of each facet to be coherent with the

probability map, and (ii) encouraging edges to align with

high gradients of the input image. These objectives are bal-

anced by parameter β, set to 10−3 in our experiments:

Ufidelity(x) =
∑

f∈Fx

−wf logPmap(lf ) + β
∑

e∈Ex

weA(e)

(2)

where wf is the ratio of the area of facet f to the area of

the whole image domain, Pmap(lf ) is the mean of the prob-

ability map for class lf over the pixels inside facet f , and

we is the inverse of the length of the image diagonal if the

two adjacent facets f and f ′ of edge e have different la-

bels lf 6= lf ′ , and 0 otherwise. Finally, A(e) is a function

measuring the alignment of edge e with image gradients:

A(e) =
∑

i∈Ne

ri
[

1− F̂ (mi) exp
(

−
∆θi

2

2σ2

)]

(3)

where Ne is the set of pixels that overlap with edge e, ri
is the inverse of the number of edges

that overlap pixel i, ∆θi is the an-

gular difference between the gradi-

ent direction at pixel i and the normal

vector of edge e, and σ is a model pa-

rameter set to π
8

in our experiments.

Denoting F̂ the empirical cumulative

density distribution of gradient mag-

nitudes over the input image, F̂ (mi)
is the probability that the gradient magnitude of a random

pixel in the input image is smaller than the gradient mag-

nitude mi at pixel i. Note that, instead of image gradients,

more general discontinuity maps such as [21, 10] could be

used by modifying the density distribution F̂ in Eq. (3).

Complexity term Ucomplexity penalizes a complex poly-

gon mesh with the number of edges (the lower, the better):

Ucomplexity(x) = |Ex| (4)

As illustrated in Figure 2, the model parameter λ is a trade-

off between fidelity to input data and complexity of the

output polygons. Note that our data term measures data

λ = 10−6

6 polygons

157 vertices

λ = 10−5

5 polygons

94 vertices

λ = 10−4

4 polygons

62 vertices

Figure 2. Trade-off between fidelity to data and complexity to out-

put polygons. Increasing λ gives more compact, yet less accurate,

output polygons. Objects of interest: horses, persons and cars.

fidelity independently of polygon complexity. In partic-

ular, A(e) is designed as a linear function so that, if an

edge e is composed of two collinear edges e1 and e2, then

A(e) = A(e1) + A(e2). The linearity of A(e) requires that

each gradient pixel should not contribute multiple times to

the total energy, which explains the factor ri in Eq. (3).

4.2. Exploration mechanism

Both continuous variables for representing the poly-

gon mesh and discrete semantic labels are involved in the

minimization of the (non-convex) energy U . Inspired by

edge contraction algorithms for simplifying triangle meshes

[4, 17], we explore efficiently such a large solution space via

an iterative mechanism based on local operators that split

and merge facets of the polygon mesh m. Starting from an

initial configuration, we compute the energy variations for

splitting each facet as well as the energy variations for merg-

ing each pair of adjacent facets. All the energy variations

(values to add to the energy if performing the corresponding

operation) are sorted into a priority queue in ascending or-

der, i.e., with more negative energy variations first. The ex-

ploration mechanism then consists in operating the splitting

or merging at the top of the priority queue, i.e., the move

that gives the highest energy decrease. This modification is

followed by an update of the priority queue. A pseudo-code

of the exploration mechanism is given in Algorithm 1. We

now detail the main components of this algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of exploration mechanism

1: Initialize the semantic polygonal partition x

2: Initialize the priority queue Q

3: while The top operation i of Q decreases energy U do

4: Update x with the merging or splitting operation i

5: Update Q

6: end while
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Image domain Voronoi partition Kinetic partition Image domain + simulated annealing

Figure 3. Initialization. The top (resp. bottom) row shows the initial partitions (resp. output polygons). Objects of interest are persons and

bikes. Starting the exploration mechanism from a partition composed of one rectangular facet (column 1) typically produces results with

missing objects such as the bike. An initial Voronoi partition [11] (column 2) is too fragmented to output low complexity polygons. Our

algorithm performs best from kinetic partitions [3] (column 3) with a good trade-off between accuracy and polygon complexity. This option

returns similar results than a simulated annealing exploration (column 4) but with processing times reduced by two orders of magnitude.

For clarity reasons, here and in the following figures, we do not display the background polygons (at the image border) in the visual results.

Initialization. Because the exploration mechanism finds

a local minimum, a good initial configuration is required.

In our experiments, we build the initial semantic polygonal

partition using the kinetic partitioning method proposed in

[3]. It produces in a fast and scalable manner a partition of

polygonal cells that captures well the homogeneous regions

in images. This partition is turned into a 2D polygon mesh.

We then assign to each facet the semantic label that returns

the highest mean over the inside pixels in the probability

map. The impact of initialization is illustrated in Figure 3.

Merging operator. The merging operator merges two

facets with at least one edge in common into a single facet.

The update consists in removing all common edges in be-

tween the two original facets as illustrated in Figure 4. The

semantic label of the new, merged facet is chosen as the

most probable label with respect to the probability map.

Splitting operator. This operator divides a facet into

multiple facets by inserting new edges and vertices. We

first detect a set of cutting directions inside the original

facet. These directions are found by fitting line segments

to the input image with a region growing algorithm [31]. To

avoid detecting line segments over-

lapping the edges of the facet, only

pixels inside the facet shrunk by 2

pixels are considered for the fitting

(see the set of pink pixels inside the

red facet in the inset). The detected

line segments are then extended until they collide with the

outside edges of the original facet or themselves, as illus-

trated in Figure 4. The collision points (respectively the

prolonged line segments) correspond to new vertices (resp.

edges) inserted in the 2D polygon mesh. For each new facet,

splitting

merging

Figure 4. Merging and splitting operators. The merging operator

merges two adjacent facets with different semantic labels by re-

moving the common edges (top). The splitting operator divides

one facet into multiple facets that have different semantic labels

(bottom). The black dashed lines indicates the cutting directions

detected in the input image (bottom left).

we associate the most probable semantic label with respect

to the probability map. If two new adjacent (sub)facets have

the same semantic label, they are immediately merged, as

part of the splitting operation.

Priority queue. After a configuration x is modified,

the priority queue must be updated. We first remove from

the priority queue the current operation and all the merg-

ing or splitting operations concerning the modified facets.

We then compute the energy variations of all possible oper-

ations that can affect the new facets and insert them in the

priority queue, appropriately sorted. Because the energy is

formulated as the sum of local terms and a global complex-

ity term, these variations are not costly to compute. When

a split occurs, only the parent facet, its new split facets and
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Figure 5. Vectorization of linear structures. Our algorithm can be used to vectorize floor map photographs (top) or line-drawings (bottom).

While thin, these linear structures can be captured by compact polygons with a good accuracy (see closeups).

the edges composing these facets are involved in the energy

updates of the priority queue. These updates are fast and lo-

cal; they do not propagate through the whole mesh. In our

experiments, the average number of facets created per split

is 2.1 and the average number of updated edges is 7.2.

Stopping criterion. The exploration mechanism ends

when the energy variations sorted in the priority queue be-

come all positive, i.e., when no operation can decrease the

energy anymore. Note that this criterion guarantees the ex-

ploration mechanism to converge quickly without bumping

effects. Besides, the final solution cannot contain two edge-

adjacent polygons with the same semantic class, as merging

them necessarily decreases the energy (lower Ufidelity, thanks

to the convexity of − log, and lower Ucomplexity).

Details for speeding-up the exploration. The explo-

ration mechanism is local. This choice is motivated by low

running time and the presence of good initial configurations.

(An alternative could be to use a non-local optimization al-

gorithm such as the simulated annealing, cf. Figure 8.)

Observing that a complex initial partition often over-

segments the probability map, we initially (before explo-

ration) merge all adjacent facets that contain only pixels

classified with the same label. This highly reduces the pro-

cessing time without affecting the results.

To reduce the time for detecting line segments when new

splitting operations are considered, we allow a merged facet

to inherit the already-detected line segments of its parent

facets. We detect new line segments only in the area around

the removed edges. In addition to time savings, this allows

us to refine the edges between two adjacent facets by oper-

ating a merging and then a splitting on the same facet.

5. Experiments

Our algorithm has been implemented in C++ using

the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL)

[35]. All experiments have been done on a single computer

with Intel Core i7 processor clocked at 2.4GHz.

Parameters. We have 3 model parameters λ, β, σ, that

are set respectively to 10−5, 10−3, π
8

in all experiments,

despite the dataset variety. (Note that our algorithm does

not need any threshold to stop the exploration.) The values

of λ and β were chosen based on a grid search; σ was set to

roughly model the standard deviation of gradient directions.

Flexibility and robustness. Our algorithm has been

tested on different types of scenes and objects. Piecewise-

linear structures such as buildings are captured with fine de-

tails as long as probability maps have a good accuracy. Or-

ganic shapes such as humans and animals are approximated

by low complexity polygons. In addition to the silhouettes

of objects in images, our algorithm can also be used to

vectorize floor map photographs or line-drawing sketches.

These two applications usually require the use of special-

ized methods to detect, filter and connect corner points into

a floor map [27] or strokes into a network of parametric

curves [15]. In contrast, our algorithm finely reconstructs

these linear structures, as illustrated in Figure 5. Our al-

gorithm offers a good robustness to imprecise probability

maps thanks to the second part of the data term that favors

the alignment of edges with image discontinuities. As il-

lustrated in Figure 6, the output polygons can accurately

capture the silhouette of objects even if the probability map

is ambiguous where different objects meet.
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Figure 6. Vectorization of multi-class objects. Probability maps

are often ambiguous and only roughly indicate the shape of the

objects (see colors for different classes). Our algorithm captures

the silhouette of theses objects with low-complexity polygons with

a good precision. Note in particular how the polygons nicely delin-

eate close objects, such as the lady face and the couch (see close-

ups). A failure case is shown in the bottom right example where

the quality of the probability map is too poor to capture the under-

lying object. Images are from the PASCAL VOC2012 dataset.

Ablation study. As semantic maps are often blurry at

object boundaries, us-

ing only the first data

term yields polygons

that do not contour

well the objects, as il-

lustrated in the inset.

This result, obtained

with β=0, must be compared with the results obtained in

Figure 6 in the same initial conditions but with β 6=0.

Quantitative evaluation. We compared our algorithm

to state-of-the-art methods on three different datasets.

We first tested our algorithm on the HKU-IS dataset [24]

designed to evaluate salient object detection methods. We

computed the probability map for each image using the al-

gorithm of Li and Yu [24]. We compared our algorithm to

two vectorization pipelines in which the same saliency maps

[24] are binarized before chaining and simplifying the pix-

els on the object contours, either by the popular Douglas-

Peucker algorithm [38] or by polyline decimation [12]. We

also compared to two cell grouping algorithms that gener-

ate a polygonal partition by Voronoi diagram construction

[11] or by kinetic propagation of line segments [3]. The

polygons are then extracted from these partitions by thresh-

olding the saliency map averaged over each cell. We de-

Compression ratio

Method 10 15 20 25 33 50

Voronoi [11] 77.7 75.2 71.6 68.2 64.1 57.5

Kippi [3] 79.2 77.1 72.8 69.5 65.6 62.1

Douglas-Peucker [38] 83.8 83.3 81.2 79.4 76.0 65.7

Polyline [12] 83.9 83.7 82.5 81.2 77.5 69.0

Ours 84.1 84.0 83.7 83.1 81.3 77.0

Table 1. Accuracy (%) vs compression on HKU-IS.

Compression ratio

Method 10 15 20 25 33 50

Voronoi [11] 87.9 86.4 83.6 81.3 77.7 74.3

Kippi [3] 88.9 87.6 85.4 83.0 79.5 75.2

Douglas-Peucker [38] 91.2 90.9 90.1 88.8 86.6 79.8

Polyline [12] 91.2 91.1 90.6 89.9 88.1 85.8

Ours 91.7 91.6 91.5 91.4 91.2 89.7

Table 2. Accuracy (%) vs compression on PASCAL VOC2012.

note these methods respectively by Voronoi and Kippi. The

accuracy is measured using Intersection-over-Union of our

pixelized output polygons against the ground truth. We also

measure compression as the ratio of the number of pixels

of the ground truth region boundary to the number of poly-

gon vertices. In practice, we produce polygons at different

complexity by varying λ, as shown in Figure 2.

Table 1 shows the evolution of accuracy vs compression

on the HKU-IS dataset. While all methods exploit the same

saliency maps, only our algorithm maintains high accuracy

at high compression ratios, i.e., when the output polygons

have a very low number of vertices. Fig. 7 shows visual

comparisons of the methods at low and high compression.

At low compression, the vectorization pipelines Douglas-

Peucker and Polyline produce accurate polygons, similarly

to our algorithm. Because these pipelines simplify the ge-

ometry of polygons without data consistency, their accuracy

significantly drops for higher compression ratios, typically

from 25. Cell grouping methods Voronoi and Kippi suffer

from imperfect polygonal partitions where cells often over-

lap several types of objects. In contrast, the merging and

splitting operations of our algorithm allow us to refine cells

with respect to the probability map and the input image.

We also tested our algorithm on the Pascal VOC2012

dataset [13] designed for multi-class segmentation tasks.

This dataset contains 20 object classes and 1 background

class. The evaluation was done on the validation set.

We compared our algorithm to the same four methods

(Douglas-Peucker, Polyline, Voronoi and Kippi) with the

same accuracy and compression metrics. Probability maps

were generated by the DeepLab algorithm [6] by taking the

output layer before the final argmax operation over class

channels. Table 2 shows the evolution of accuracy against

compression for the five algorithms. Similarly to the quanti-

tative results obtained on the HKU-IS dataset, our algorithm

outclasses the other methods, in particular with a significant

accuracy gain at high compression. Figure 6 shows visual

results obtained by our algorithm on different object classes.
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Douglas-Peucker Polyline Voronoi Kippi Ours

Figure 7. Visual comparisons at two compression ratios: 10 (top) and 33 (bottom). While the vectorization pipelines Polyline and, to a

lesser extent, Douglas-Peucker yield accurate polygons at low compression, their precision drops at high compression, with polygons not

aligning well with silhouettes anymore (cf. closeups). The cell-grouping algorithms Voronoi and Kippi are less accurate on such free-form

shapes where cells often overlap several object classes. In contrast, we accurately capture the elephants at both compression ratios.

Method AP AP50 AP75 AR AR50 AR75

R-CNN [20] 41.9 67.5 48.8 47.6 70.8 55.5

PANet [28] 50.7 73.9 62.6 54.4 74.5 65.2

PolyMapper[25] 55.7 86.0 65.1 62.1 88.6 71.4

Ours 65.8 87.6 73.4 78.7 94.3 86.1

Table 3. Performance on the CrowdAI mapping challenge dataset.

Average precision (AP) and average recall (AR) in %.

We finally tested our algorithm on the CrowdAI mapping

challenge dataset [29] which is composed of ∼60k satellite

images of urban landscapes. Probability maps were gen-

erated using a U-Net variant [8]. We followed the same

experimental protocol than in [25] for extracting the con-

tours of buildings from this dataset. In particular, we used

the same average precision (AP) and average recall (AR)

metrics. We compared our algorithm with the deep learning

methods PolyMapper [25], Mask R-CNN [20] based on the

implementation of [30], and PANet [28]. Table 3 presents

the quantitative results on these four methods. Our algo-

rithm obtains the best average precision and average recall

scores. In particular, our algorithm outclasses Polymapper

with significant gains. This difference is partly explained by

the iterative mechanism of vertex insertion of Polymapper

whose efficiency decreases for complex shapes. By refining

polygonal cells on a topologically-valid partition, our algo-

rithm does not suffer from this problem. Figure 9 shows

visual results on an urban scene of the CrowdAI dataset.

Performance. Figure 8 shows that our exploration

mechanism reaches similar energies as a non-local simu-

lated annealing while being two orders of magnitude faster.

Our exploration mechanism is inspired by edge con-

traction algorithms for mesh simplification. While lo-

Energy

#iterations

0.12

0.09

0.06

0.03

0
0 10 10

2
10

3
10

4
10

5

SA

Ours

Figure 8. Evolution of energy U during our exploration mecha-

nism (red curve) and a simulated annealing optimization (SA, blue

curve). While the two optimization techniques converge towards a

similar energy, our exploration mechanism requires two orders of

magnitude less iterations than the simulated annealing.

cal, greedy and old, such algorithms, e.g., [4, 17],

are still very popular and commonly used in the field.

1

10

100

1000

0,1 1 10
#pixels

(×106)

Processing time (sec.)

0.1

As shown in the inset,

our algorithm typically

requires a few seconds

for a 100K-pixel im-

age and about 2 min

for a 10M-pixel image.

Note that our code has not been optimized (beyond the gen-

eral strategy expressed at the end of Sect. 4.2). In particular,

the exploration mechanism runs sequentially on CPU (no

parallelization). The most time-consuming operation is the

update of the priority queue, and especially the simulation

of splitting operations for the new large facets. If the ini-

tial partition contains Nf facets and Ne non-border edges,

the priority queue is constructed by sorting the energy vari-

ations of the Nf possible splits and Ne possible merges; the

running time for this is negligible (< 0.1% of total time).

Last, the computation of cutting directions depends on the
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Figure 9. Extraction of buildings from satellite images with our algorithm: 1,178 buildings of a half square kilometer area of Chicago,

USA, are extracted with low complexity polygons (8,683 vertices). While compact, the polygons capture some fine details (see closeups).

number of image pixels. It is very fast and performed only

once at priority queue initialization. Getting split directions

from the input image lowers the dependency on the initial

partition and allows larger solution space explorations.

Limitations. As energy U(x) is not convex and as our

exploration mechanism is local, results depend on the qual-

ity of the initial partition. As shown in Fig. 3, splits provide

robustness to a range of under-segmentations; yet, an initial

partition that over-segments well the image leads to more

accurate results. If a good initial partition cannot be pro-

vided or guaranteed, simulated annealing can be a better

choice regarding accuracy, but not running time (cf. Fig. 8).

Thanks to the gradient alignment term in Ufidelity, our al-

gorithm is robust to some level of error or ambiguity in se-

mantic maps, in particular at object border; see, e.g., the

polygons capturing the lady’s face and the couch from the

blurry semantic map in Fig. 6. Yet, the class probability of

most pixels has to be correct, as is also the case for shape

grammar parsers. Note that depending on external methods

(initial partition, semantic map) is a strength: our perfor-

mance will improve along with the related state of the art.

Also, while parameter λ balances data fidelity and output

complexity, it does not allow to control the exact number of

output vertices, contrary to vectorization pipelines.

6. Conclusion

We proposed an algorithm for extracting and vectorizing

objects in images with low-complexity polygons. Our algo-

rithm refines the geometry of an initial polygonal partition

while labeling its cells by a semantic class. Based on local

merging and splitting of cells, the underlying mechanism is

simple, efficient and guaranteed to deliver intersection-free

polygons. We demonstrated the robustness and the flexi-

bility of our algorithm on a variety of scenes from organic

shapes to man-made objects through floor maps and line-

drawing sketches. We also showed on different datasets that

it outperforms the state-of-the-art vectorization methods.

In future work, we plan to investigate the user control of

the number of output vertices. One way could be to design a

third operator that removes and adds relevant vertices in the

partition. We would also like to generalize our algorithm

to the extraction of Bezier cycles, i.e., polygons where two

successive vertices are not connected by a straight line, but

by a Bezier curve; it would allow us to capture free-form

shapes with a better complexity-distortion trade-off.
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